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WHY ROTO?
• worldwide rotomoulder
• more than 40 years tradition
• global producer of high-quality plastic products 
• inovative materials - products made 

of polyethylene, polypropylene, 
polyamide, XPE and ABS 

• production factories in four European countries 
• successful manufacturer and 

reliable business partner

ROTO - leading rotational moulder in 
Europe with over 4000 different products. 
Products are exported in more than 
50 countries all over the world.

ROTO performs all stages of the business 
process, from product development, 
product analysing, own tool production, 
prototype manufacturing, serial production, 
marketing & sales, distribution and after 
– sale service. High quality technical 
products are result of latest production 
technologies and strong R&D department.

M A D E  I N  E U

a  m e m b e r  o f

GROUP

Soča is a 137-kilometre long river that flows through 
western Slovenia and east Italy. An Alpine river in character, 
its source lies in the Trenta Valley in the Julian Alps. Soča 
is one of the most beautiful rivers in Europe, an important 
natural treasure in the Triglav National Park. It is famous for 
its deep emerald colour and brisk rapids in the upstream 
area. The Soča River is a veritable paradise for water sports 
enthusiasts, particularly fans of kayaking and fishing, as well 
as photographers and people looking to relax in natural 

surroundings. Visit Slovenia and discover Soča.
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Code: 9554
525 cm 
93,5 cm 
57 cm 
49 kg

COMPONENTS CANADIER 4 explorer

PE-seats x

storage place in 2nd+3rd seat x

PE handles x

CANADIER4  A classic open boat made of long lasting 3-layer polyethylene with 
PE - seats for more security and durability and storage place in 2nd + 3rd seat. Its 
lightweight properties makes it easy for paddlers to carry it. Stable in the water it is 
spacious and easy to manoeuvre. There is no better canoe for a paddling trip through 
the nature.

CANOECANADIER 4
CANOE

PE seat with
storage place

and cover

PE seatXPE deck-
handle

yoke powder-coated
aluminium

profile

webbing
wooden 

seats

Code: 9155 
455 cm 
90 cm 
48 cm 
43 kg

CANADIER2  A classical must have canoe shaped for free time, flawless in all 
situation, sea, lake or quite river. Stability and versatility makes this canoe perfect for 
a wide range of users. Made in 3-layer polyethylene. The inner layer provides rigidity 
to the hull and make it unsinkable, while the external layers protects the foam from 
impacts. 

CANOECANADIER 2
CANOE

COMPONENTS CANADIER 2 basic weekend explorer

wooden webbing seats 2 3

yoke 1

PE-seats 3

Timo Lehtonen: “It is very easy 
tracking, but still turning quite nicely. 
It is pretty excellent boat. It is quite 
nice to paddle also as solo, of course 
is made for tandem. Very fast.”
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VIKING A steamlined, balanced, compact canoe made from long lasting 1 or 3 layer polyethylene 
for more bouyancy. The Viking is an excellent choice for all canoe centers and rentals. It comes with  
comfortable seats made of webbing or PE and is ideal for group and family excursions. It has an 
ample room for all your package.

CANOE
CANOE

COMPONENTS VIKING 1-layer 3-layer

handles x x

wooden webbing seats x x

PE seats optional optional

VIKING1layer VIKING3layer

wooden
webbing seats

handle

Code: 9180
450 cm
90 cm
48 cm
40 kg

Code: 9154
450 cm
90 cm
48 cm
40 kg

VIKING

Code: 9155 
450 cm 
90 cm 
48 cm 
48 kg

TRAPPER Make a combination with canoe and SIT-ON-TOP you get the amazing 
Trapper. Unsinkable in its category with comfortable seats in the ideal position. Ideal 
for family and rental.

CANOETRAPPER

COMPONENTS TRAPPER 1-layer

handles x

drain plug x
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Code: 9552
310 cm 

66 cm 
39 cm
23 kg 

Cockpit L × W: 
87 × 47 cm 

COMPONENTS  VER VE basic college weekend fishing

handles x x x x

adjustable seat x x x x

drainplug x x x x

integrated waterbottle place x x x x

adjustable backrest x x x

tigh grip x x x

adjustable footrest x x x

skeg x x x

cushion on padded seats x x x

paddle holder x

oval hatch x x

deckfitting with rubberstrap x x

rod holders x

bulkhead  x x

front PE
pillar (inside)

x x x

VERVE  is the excellence multipurpose kayak. Super 
easy for beginners, stable and handy, is an excellent 
companion for those who live kayak adventures in 
large scale. 

skegoval hatch
with bulkhead

front pillar comfortable
seat

handle footrest rod
holders

KAYAK
CROSSOVER

VERVE
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Code: 9553
255 cm 

66 cm 
40 cm
22 kg

Paddler: 75-95 kg
Vol.: 315 L

COMPONENTS ORGASMO basic advanced college

metal handles x x x

adjustable seat x x x

drainplug x x x

side pillow x

front and rear PE pillar (inside) x

adjustable footrest x x

adjustable backrest x x

tigh brace x x

padded seat x

“Orgasmo kayak for wild water 
is very maneuverable and agile, 
suitable for different levels of 
kayaking skills” 
Andrej Jelenc, member of Board 
of Directors of the European 
Canoe Association and sport 
director of National Teams

ORGASMO The base of hundreds of  rivers around the world, decades 
of research and precision paddling, extreme competition, this is the 
mix of elements at, the result!
SITTING in the ORGASMO you wont believe that the boat is 255 cm 
long. Everything is conceived to make you at maximun feeling with 
the boat. Ergonomic seat, large and deep tight brace, and adjustable 
backrest will immediatly push into the whitewater world.

comfortable
seat

metal
handle

front 
PE pillar

adjustable
footrest

KAYAK
WILD WATER

ORGASMO

COMPONENTS BURAN 430 & 488 basic weekend expedition

deckfitting with handles x x x

adjustable seat x x x

drain plug x x x

tigh grip  x x

adjustable backrest  x x

cushioned seat  x x

oval hatch  x x

round hatch  x x

rubbernet for luggage  x x

footrest  x

steering footrest   x

navigator rudder system   x

bulkheads   optional optional

comfortable seat  optional  optional  optional

COMPONENTS BURAN 488

multifunctional insert  optional  optional x

Søren Nielsen: “Buran is the 
most stable 60 cm wide sea 
kayak I ever tried. It is excellent 
for day trippers, easy to use, 
easy to load and not sensitive 
on wind.” KAYAK

TOURING KAYAK

BURAN
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navigator rudder
system

comfortable 
PE seat

comfortable 
ABS seat

round
hatch

footrest oval hatch handle

BURAN 430 a modern sea kayak with a shorter hull for added maneuverability and more 
rocker for greater secondary stability and easier turning. Available in 3 different versions.

Buran 488 the kayak for tall and / or heavy paddlers - or persons with limited mobility. XL - cockpit 
for easy entry and exit. High volume - extreme load capacity, plenty of space in the kayak especially 
in the leg and foot area. Also foot sizes 47- enough space and are positioned correctly. Very stable and 
fast - like the shorter version. In the rear area a newly developed featur - a multifunctional insert - easily 
upgradeable for a rudder. Useable for a drainplug or a rudder sleeve.

KAYAK
TOURING KAYAK

spreyhood

BURAN 430

Code:  7474
488 cm 
63 cm 
41 cm 
26 - 29 kg

AWARD for innovation
Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry

KAYAK
TOURING KAYAK

BURAN 488

Code: 7371
430 cm 

60 cm 
40 cm 

21-23 kg
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CALYPSO An easy going tandem kayak offering excellent 
primary and secondary stability plus many comfy standard 
features. The seats come with collapsable backrest. Plenty 
of room for long legs, lots of gear and a big cockpit to 
facilitate entry and exit. 

KAYAKCALYPSO
TOURING KAYAK

round hatchPE seat with
backrest

handle +
drain plug

footrest child seat spraydeck

Code: 9179 
460 cm 

80 cm 
40 cm 

36kg 

COMPONENTS CALYPSO basic weekend

seat with collapsable backrest x x

footrests x x

handles x x

rubberstrap for luggage x x

drain plug x x

bulkhead x

round hatch x
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DALMATIC Like every RotoAttivo kayak is also this SIT-ON-TOP different as the 
other on the market. Constructed in the special way, for keeping even a heavy 
paddler dry. So here is an important argument why this kayak is a MUST-HAVE. 
An all-round kayak for beginners, advance paddlers and every kind of water.

round
hatch

rod 
holders

indesign
footrests

deckfitting
with 

rubberstrap

paddle 
holder

KAYAK
SIT ON TOP

DALMATIC

Code: 6906
272 cm 

82 cm 
41 cm

21 - 23 kg 

COMPONENTS DALMATIC basic weekend fishing

handles x x x

drainplug x x

round hatch x x

deckfitting with rubberstrap x x

paddle holder   x x

rod holders   x

selfdraining x x x

cushion soft seats  optional  optional optional
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LOL  kayaks  are the the result of a project finalized to create an icon sit on top 
for simplicity and ease of use. Extremely stable and fast, easy to handle, self 
draining and unsinkable, it also provides kayak beginners with hours of pure 
entertainment.

round hatch and 
possibility 2rd 
seat for child

cushion soft seat rear wheel waterbottle
place and 

paddle holder

stackable tallon 
conectors

rod holders

KAYAK
SIT ON TOP

LOL 1

COMPONENTS  LOL 1 basic weekend fishing

paddle holder x x

rear seat for passenger x x x

front seat for child x x x

big indesigned handles x x x

round hatches  x x

deckfitting  x x x

water bottle places  x x x

drainplug  x x x

selfdraining  x x x

cushion soft seats x x

wheel x x x

stackable x x x

tallon connectors x

rod holders  x

Code: 9550
300 cm  

80 cm
35 cm 
23 kg 
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LOL2 A family version of the LOL1 is able to carry up to four people. Similar in design it’s enriched by 
sliding front backrest which turns the LOL2 into a great single kayak. Ergonomic seats and lowered 
foot area makes the cockpit area very comfortable even for strong paddlers. The addition of two 
compartments on the sides and one in the centre of the kayak allow to bring with you everything 
is necessary for an enjoyable freetime.

seat for
passenger

sliding
backrest

wheel front child 
seat

water bottle 
places

round
hatches

tallon
connectors

KAYAK
SIT ON TOP

LOL 2

Code: 9551
400 cm 

80 cm
38 cm 
33 kg

COMPONENTS  LOL 2 basic weekend fishing

rear seat for passenger x x x

front seat for child x x x

3rd central seat x x x

adjustable front backrest x x x

big indesigned handles x x x

wheel  x x x

deckfitting  x x x

water bottle places  x x x

drainplug  x x x

selfdraining  x x x

round hatches x x

cushion soft seats x x

paddle holder x x

tallon connectors x

rod holders x



custom moulding
your personal kayak design

teak imitation

Available in many 
different colors. 

3D drawing Computer simulation 3D printing  Form for Al casting

Prototyping Hydrodynamic and 
bouyancy test

Hull finishing Hull rotational 
moulding until 

size 5,5 m

Assembeling Marketing support Distribution After sales service

from idea to the product
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SEA STAR A totaly new designed SIT-ON-TOP sea kayak. It is a combination 
of a sit on top and a sea kayak, so for all paddlers, who won’t miss the 
characteristics of both boats. The sea star is an extrem stabil and in the 
same time a very fast kayak, which holdes extreme the line in the water. 

KAYAK
SIT ON TOP

SEA STAR

elastic handle
system

rod holderssquare
hatch

adjustable
footrest

round
hatch

COMPONENTS 
SEA STAR basic weekend fishing

handles x

elastic handles system  x x

deckfitting with 
rubberstrap

x x x

adjustable footrest x x x

drainplug x x x

round hatch  x x

square hatch  x x

paddle holder  x x

side handles  x x

rod holders  x

cushion soft seats  optional  optional optional

Code: 7380
445 cm 

78 cm 
32 cm
29 kg 

Product is
100% 

recycable
after use

Resistant to 
high and low
temperatures
(-65°C,  +85°C)

Light weight High quality and
durable material 
“unbreakable” PE

UV resistant Free choice of 
equipment, 
accessories 
and colour



ROTO
Slovenia - Croatia
tel: +386 2 52 52 178
rotoATTIVO@roto.si
www.rotoATTIVO.eu


